Architecture and Simplicity

It has been said by Goethe that music is frozen architecture. I am not sure about the
'frozen' part, but music is like liquid architecture, in some cases, or alternatively,
architecture is solid music. My interpretation of this is somewhat eccentric. I think
architecture occurs in space as does music and that is the origin of Goethe’s concern,
whatever he may have said or thought. In all the examples that follow space is my main
concern, and it is what I mean by simple. By simple I do not mean “simple minded”.
That would be a false conclusion. By simplicity I mean largely accuracy, being true to the
facts of the matter. Henry Thoreau defines this pretty well
“I am simply what I am, or I begin to be that. I live in the present. I only
remember the past, and anticipate the future. I love to live.” (letter to Harrison
Blake. March, 27 1848)

My concern here is about simplicity in architecture, not that I mind complexity on
occasion-- I don't. But complexity gets very specific and now I wish to be vague and
general so can show how architecture really is, not how fancy skyscrapers are, about

which I do not care at all. Skyscrapers are corporate icons, and the corporation is deadly
to the future of the earth and those who live on it, human and non-human animals. The
corporation puts the profits for the company, the shareholders and the CEO’s before
existence on earth. This is destructive and unethical. This destructiveness is present in
the ideology of corporate architecture. Skyscrapers are falsely simple. The reason this
has not been stopped is greed, pure and simple. They excessively build extremely tall
buildings, inviting others to tear them down. It is egotistic madness and should be
stopped.
So the human body is an amazing thing, and yet it is simple in its way. Studying
Anatomy and Physiology is interesting because it is rewarding to learn about how
intricate the human body is. The body is logical and spatial at the same time and that is
a wonderful combination. The tibia and humerus serve similar functions in lifting the
lower leg and the upper arm. The ribcage has some cartilage and muscle, (the
intercostals) so it can easily move with the breath in and out of the lungs. The body is an
amazingly logical structure.
Logic is a mental thing, and one does not necessarily know where logic is or resides,
whereas space is tactile and extended, one always knows or can learn where it is and
what is happening within it. Architecture is mostly about space, though logic enters into
it too. The illogical might be an attention getter in physical structures, I think of Frank
Gehry. Architecture should not be about how great the architect wants to be. He makes
up stuff to try to be different. I doubt this matters much. What matters is places for
birds, animals or people to live lives. This is simple. In this sense a Beaver lodge or
Hornet’s nest is a perfect piece of architecture. Frank Lloyd Wright is OK insofar as he
advocated for an “organic” architecture, and was an environmentalist, more or less. Not
insofar as he was like Ayn Rand’s character Howard Roark, who is too individualist and
right wing.
My concern with architecture goes way back, though most recently I read Peter
Nabokov’s and Robert Easton’s Native American Architecture, which I think is one of
the great books of the later part of the 20th century. It has a excellent bibliography, the

first part of which is an historiography of the field, which shows how racism sought to
deny that Native American structures were architectural. They are of course. But the
denial of the status of architecture is a common ailment in racist thought. This shows
that architecture is somewhat a social conceit of a given class and as such can be
dismissed as irrelevant. The fact is, that it is true, that Native American architecture is
architecture. This is the point of Nabokov’s book, and it is this that makes it a great
book. Architecture is not a class phenomenon, and the fact that it was made to be so is
one of the faults of its history. My own view is that elite architecture is the most unarchitectural of architectures. It is speciesist and arrogant structures that deny nature
and offer worship to the CEO and the technological. They call this ‘form follows
function’. This makes for largely empty steel and glass structure that no one should want
to live or work in.
I painted a two full sized Native American Tipis, of a Blackfoot design, nearly 30 years
ago. I also spent a lot of time talking, building a fire, and sitting and thinking in a Pomo
Dance house in California. It was a great place. Though it was a public space, it became a
personal place for me. I did a painting of the redwood bark tipi outside this Dance
House, also for personal reasons.

This painting is an unusual one. I spent a lot of time at the Kule Loklo site in the
National Seashore. Lanny Pinola of the Pomo tribe had done a lot of work to reconstruct
a Miwok/Pomo Native American village there. They built a sweat lodge, a dance house,
various granneries, and Redwood bark tepees. When I was about to leave the area, I

went to Kule Loklo to say goodbye to the birds and animals. I read a poem and talked to
the night. Two barn owls, probably the ones I had studied so closely and gotten to know
pretty well, were sitting on top the Redwood bark tepee. They were looking right at me,
as I came out of the dance house. What a warm goodbye this was! They stayed there
quite awhile, shoulder to shoulder like this.

So in human anatomy: the architectural impulse is shown though evolution in the
human body. Indeed, architecture is largely an accommodation to the human body as
well as a fruit of it. For instance, the evolution of the coracoid process in mammals-“The pectoralis minor is inserted at the coracoid process of the scapula in bonobos and
humans” There is a percentage of chimps, and other primates that also have the
pectoralis or biceps insert into the coracoid process. The evolution of the coracoid
process is thus part of primate history and goes much further back. As te essay I append
to this says, the existence of the Coracoid Process is highly variable in primates. I say
this because the coracoid process is ancient and being a largely over looked part of
human anatomy, it is very typical of the body in evolution. Arms do not work well

without it: it is essential to having arms and using muscles to lift the arm. The human
Caracoid Process is upright more than other primates probably because we stand on two
feet.
Architecture is an extension of human anatomy into space around the body. For
instance, if you look at the various synovial joints of the human body, or that of any
primate, the joints are imitated. We make hinge joints which you can buy at any
hardware store, just like our Humerus and Ulna made a hinge joint. Our digits or fingers
and toes are likewise hinge joints, Likewise, a carpenter uses a mortise and tenon joint,
just as the Tarsus near the ankle makes a mortise and tenon with the Tibia and the
Fibula. The mortise and tenon joint is the bumpy area we call the “ankle”. Or the hip and
shoulder make a ball and socket. These are all useful, practical architectural actions.
These are regular parts of machine and architectural construction.
( see:
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5dd5/9cd6ce460c9dddd3d33b884e4b881466daf1.pdf
)
So, evolution has made our bodies practical and architectural things and with our bodies
we make what we are, just as beavers do, or birds make nests to make more birds. The
similarities are not exact, and not really metaphors, they are actual happenings in the
real world, not idealizations or mystical correspondences. This is the meaning of biology
and evolution. Leonardo understood this, more or less at different times.
His straight, churchy and Roman architectural drawings are fairly conventional, even
formal. Unlike his urban planning designs or his mechanical designs. which are lively
and unconventional. But what is most interesting is his love of basic mechanics and
mathematical design. Here he sees the relation of mechanics and biology. Let us take the
Madrid Codex I, for instance.
His drawings in the Madrid Codices are beautiful. Many are of relatively simple
machines, having to do with clocks and ratios, some are working out the math involved
in simple shapes and processes. The entire book has a certain architecture and

simplicity. Even the writing is lovingly and carefully done. He seems to have been trying
to dfine the whole area of mechanical things, from pieces of them meticulously drawn.
Below are a few examples of this:

„Clock: compensation of declining spring force“

Clock: compensation of decling spring force

„Thread winder with axially oscillating feed of the rotating bobbin“
(these pcitures are taken from this website, which is in German and Italian and very
good. You can translate Leonardo in English using the Google translator too
http://www.codex-madrid.rwth-aachen.de/madrid1/f046r/index.html)

This is one of many examples of Leonardo being far ahead of his time. This thread
winder was not invented until nearly 300 years later. He is showing in the Madrid Codex
how to makes pipes and how clocks measure time; he shows the working of locks;l how

to turn circulating or rotory energy into thrusting or forward moving energy; what
winches are and how pully’s work, or how to lift a very heavy object into a wagon. Also
dicuses the physics of crossbows and arrows, the mechanics of shock absorbers. The
Codex Madrid 1 charts flywheels, valves, keyes, levers. springs, pins, axles and many
other simple mechanical devices. One senses in his drawings and commentary upon it
that practice and experience are the orgins of art and architecture.
Architecture thus has its origin in biology, not in social class. Bees make hexagonal cells
for their young. There is the Beaver Lodge and dams. One of the most amazing places I
have seen and painted these is in Allegany State park in NY. State. There were many
Beaver lodges there,, indeed it was the best place to see a large variety of them in the
wild, at least until the park foolishly started selling the Beavers off. So this one is gone,
The last time I was there in 2018, the park was busy bulldozing this entire area---but
there are still others nearby that can still be seen and studied.

Beaver and Lodge: Allegany State Park, NY.

Beaver and Lodge, CVNP.

This is one I did near me, only a few miles from my house. It is a lodge built on the side
of the pond rather than the middle. It is not as safe for the beaver, clearly. But at least it
was there for a number of years.

Birds build things too. Notably nests, as here is a Robin’s nest I did. It was built by the
female Robin shown in a Hawthorn tree. This painting is called “Nature’s Rights”,
because the female Robin is using the thorns of the Hawthorn to help protect her babies
from animals who might hurt or eat them. It is a smart thing to do. I would say it is a
kind of tool use.

Here is a footbridge I admired, metal, of course. The part that holds it up on the lower
right is made from concrete. I did this drawing over a number of days while my kids
were swimming underneath this footbridge. My kids sometimes climbed up along the
concrete wall under the bridge and jumped off into the water, under the bridge.

This is within walking distance of the footbridge above, maybe a mile or so form the one
above.. Also made of steel, with a wooden railing, it is a more harmonious, and a less
“modernist” design.

This is an unusual drawing for me. It shows a real site and bridge in downtown
Cleveland, Ohio, shown from a high apartment of someone we know. A bus and car are
crossing the bridge. The main bridge here is the Detroit-Superior Bridge made between
1914 and 1918. The Cuyahoga River crosses under the both bridges. The smaller bridge
is red. I once worked on the Great Lakes on an ore ship and we would go under this
bridge carrying Iron Ore to the Republic Steel plant that was up this incredibly winding
river. There was a subway for street cars that once went on the lower level of this bridge.
The architecture is functional with a slight gothic tracery in the arches. It is made of
concrete and metal. I did this image partly to see if I could do the perspective of it. My
own taste in bridges is not this one, which I find rather industrial, and fake gothic. There

is little that is beautiful about it. I seem to have been oddly interested in the maze of
Piranesi like arches on the forward part of the bridge. Here I include it as what does not
interest me much, namely a modern piece of architecture that is not especially well done
and one that follows an aesthetic of imitation gothic combined with a functional style. It
is a corporate bridge and one that conveys people to and from work with minimal effort
and cost.

This is more like it. Here I used a picture somewhat symbolically, With Monet’s bridge
acting as a symbol of the transference of knowledge of music though the bridge from the
teacher to my kids. This use of symbolism is not usual for me, though I do it rarely and
am much more aware of it that I used to be.

Emerald Valley
So this was done some years ago and shows a lovely and simple bridge, vaguely crooked,
in a place I call the Emerald Valley. A picture of my family and me. In the midst of this
lovely place there is an architectural element, which allows crossing the creek easily, and
which fits perfectly into its surroundings. Indeed, are the large stones here architecture?
I suspect they are as architectural as the bridge is. The rocks were not put there with
humans in mind. There are two human made bridges, made by and for humans to get
over the creek. The Rocks are not a human centered sort of architecture, but should one
fault them for that? No I don’t think so. There is a cave that I am looking towards here,
me in the painting not me painting the painting, and it could be that people lived in it
eons ago.
No one really knows. But I have been in a cave in Montana, and people did live there,

eons ago, protected by the rock above them. Rock is the primary building material.
Indeed, people lived in Caves for hundreds of thousands of years. In a certain way,
though we have largely forgotten it, rock is our home.

Almost Done with Diapers
My son was 2 almost 3 here. This includes various architectural elements, so called,
namely the adult and the children’s chair. Are chairs architectural? No, not really,
though if one extends the idea of the architectural, as I tend to do, a chair is a well made
and useful object that is used by people in a house. As such it is a sort of adjunct to
architecture. Native Americans designed a different structure as a chair that fit well

inside a Tipi. It was a triangular chair like object that supported the back and allowed
one to sit comfortably on the ground. It was adapted for use inside a Tipi. Notice that
this tends to support my thesis, namely that architecture is a cultural and biological
assistance to a given being that allows them to be protected from bad weather or is
comfortable in a place of safety. The chair is adapted to the structure and culture it
serves. As such it is part of the architecture.
Notice also I put an elephant and baby, a giraffe and baby, and a moose between the
boys feet. This turns the kitchen floor into something like the Serengeti Plain. Both my
son and daughter would often play here with their soft or hard animals as well as
decorate them with clay on the table above the floor. Is this a kind of pretend ecology or
architecture? It is. I mean here to draw a relation between ecology and architecture, as
there is one. Ecological architecture is fitting a given structure into the environment that
it is a part of; Pueblo Bonita, the Tipi, an old style Japanese house, a Swedish House,
might all be examples of this.

Boats are interesting. My daughter and I did a short history of them not too long ago. If
one stays on one overnight, it has to be able to support that with its size. If it carries
cargo, the one above carried iron ore, it has to be fairly big. I worked on the William P.
Synder for a season, Over 700 feet long, I was a “wiper”, that is someone who painted
and cleaned up the engine room. It was an amazing thing to wake up or take a break
from work and look outside and to see my place on the Great Lakes, such as Lake
Superior or Lake Huron, where one could not see land. It was very beautiful too,
especially to see Isle Royal, Lake Sinclair at dawn, or the area along St, Mary river south
of the Soo Locks, in the autumn.

One could argue, perhaps rightly, that a violin is not a work of architecture, though it is
without doubt one of the most ingenious, best instruments ever created by humans, and
as such it is probably an architectural work, simple, well made, beautiful in sound and
color. It encloses one in a musical space of some kind, and thus creates a kind of
metaphorical architecture. Why not an architecture of the violin? I admire the
cathedrals as architecture, just as I do the Taj Mahal, or the well made violin, just as I
have admired to architecture of the Windsor Chair.
Is a boat or ship architecture? To me it is. Floating architecture. Does architecture have
to be a building, and if it can be a ship, what size: can it be small boat, like this of
Thoreau in his boat, or like a Kayak below that? I am all in favor of extended the
definition of architecture of include most of the subjects of Da Vinci’s drawings.
Architecture is a made or constructed thing that fits the animal or human body to its
environment. A ship or boat is made to be used on water.

The model of an Eskimo boat below is a real work of art. Yes, it is a killing machine of
sorts and yes, it was used largely to kill seals or sea lions, but it is hard to begrudge these
people when they had no alternative but to eat meat. Nowadays they can get vegetarian

fare, but not when this was made. They lived on fish and marine mammals: pinnipeds,
cetaceans, and others.

This is merely a copy of a copy, though it is an exceedingly well made copy of the actual
boats used by the Native Americans of northern North America. Notice all the tools they
used. Architecture about living life, and tool use is one means humans have to extend
the living of life, another is boat building, which really is a form of architecture that
builds structures that move on waters. The history of ships is a very interesting topic.

Playing the Violin.
Another structure that humans build is musical instruments which move the heart and
mind, much as boats move on water. The violin is less mercenary, less about money or
goods than ships, to its advantage. But it easily becomes a propaganda instrument for
powers. While power is not money it has a close relationship to it. But so. often the
making of music is not propaganda.

If music is as it were, frozen architecture, than music can be seen as the architecture of
the human heart. It is a dream of what architecture wishes it was, anyway. Music makes
imaginary space, and this space easily becomes us. Music is the variable structures that
we make in imagination. Architecture is the actualization of the impulse to make things.

Muskrat Lodge 2012-18
If this is architecture for the Muskrat, is the Kayak architecture too, for the Greenland
Eskimo or Inuit? I think it is. So is the cabin below and the train station below that.

This is a structure built in Allegany state Park in NY State in the 1920’s or 30s by the
CCC. My son sits on the stairs a few years ago. We have stayed there many times. There
is a fire stove inside for heat. There is also a gas stove, which we make dinner on. We
have even stayed there in the winter when there was three feet of snow. It is not Native
American but it is close. “Primitive” somewhat, and relatively inexpensive. A great place
to go, down the road from the town of Salamanca, NY, which is the only town in
America that is run by a Native tribe, the Seneca, a Haudenosaunee group, the “keeper
of the western door”. There is a great museum of the Seneca there, just built last year.

Station Road Train Stop.
2012

Like the cabin in Allegany Park this is a public use of architecture which I like. It is
simple, well done and well shaped. Interesting that my area should have more than one
similarity to New York’s state park in Allegany. Brecksville has a nature center which,
like the Headquarters and Visitors Center, Allegany park near Salamanca, NY. was made
by the Civilian Conservation Corps, (CCC) a program for young men that was an aid to
employment and all of us, during the Depression (1932-42). The aesthetic of both is very
similar and I like it very much. Wood and stone are mixed and it is well made and
sturdy. The one in Brecksville has some hand carved local leaves like Oaks or Hickory on

the inside structure entirely made of American Chestnut, a tree that was common when
the nature center was made but now is nearly extinct. It is an amazing place. So is the
Headquarters/visitor’s center in Allegany, which is a whole lot bigger than the
Brecksville Nature Center and is well and wonderfully made. The interior is also wood
and very well done. We have camped there as well as eaten at the Headquarters, and
enjoyed their nature exhibits. The aesthetic of the CCC is something I like. It is simple,
well made, creative and lovely to look at and be in. It is ecological. It should be started
again. The young men who comprised this did great work, learned a lot and much of the
work they did still exists and serves us well, even making some of us happy and proud of
what they did. It was a good program and should be continued.
The Station Road train station above is really just a waiting area with a few comfortable
benches, a few areas to supply the public with maps and information and a men’s and
women’s bathroom, which are clean. But it is well designed.

Wingstem and Old Barn

This is a heavily leaning, partly falling down, not very safe, old animal barn that is near
where I live. The watering unit in the back is all rusted and broken. It seems to have
given water to the animals and I imagine it was fed from the gutter. It is now empty and
the house is still there that people used to live in. But the park system bought it and is
apparently letting it return to nature.
To the right of where the deer are is a corn crib, not visible here. It is a disappearing
thing, lovely of its kind.

Old House
This is not the house I just mentioned. It is at least 5 miles from there. A woman named
Jo lived here. I am pretty sure she passed away, recently. Her house, one house down
from the one pictured here, is empty and the cars are gone. (2020)

I had been passing this house in the National Park for a long time and was always struck
by its age and loneliness and wondered why it just sat there, abandoned.

Photo of house taken by myself while I work of the painting.
It is so strange when a home looks homeless. I've thought a lot about the housing
market these last years with so many people being thrown out of their houses, foreclosed
on by corrupt banks. In fact, the banks are responsible for the housing speculations that
lead to the ‘crash’ of 2007. Congress under the Republicans deregulated the markets.
They helped engineer overcharging and specious house loans, defrauding billions from
house buyers. The government is partly guilty in this flim-flam, allowing the banks to
speculate in this way, hurting many ordinary Americans in the process. Then the

government allowed the banks for foreclose on people who had been charged
outrageous and inflated prices for houses. Some had been sold bogus and inflated
“subprime loans”, which should never have been allowed. Banks created 'derivatives'
and other bogus ways to 'leverage' money into fictional wealth. The banks are clearly the
bad guy here, as they are primarily responsible, along with the fossil fuels industry in
the Global Degradation of Climate Change The banks that are investing in fossil fuels.
It is the use of the fuels that are causing the greenhouse gases that the threatening the
entire planet, killing off insects, killing the Great Barrier Reef. The CEO of ChaseManhattan or J.P. Morgan, or Bank of America Well Fargo or Citibank are the bad guys
here.
So the government hurt millions of ordinary people on both sides of a scam that that
sent house price climbing and then plummeting, with banks and realtors skimming off
huge profits and victimizing millions. Some of the investment banks, like Bear Sterns,
went bankrupt, due to their own greed and corruption. More of the banks should have
died. But the government, which is largely a government by and for corporations, bailed
many others out, giving them our money, proving yet again that the government helps
the abusive rich and neglects and abandons the victimized middle class and the poor.
The banks should never have been bailed out. People who were foreclosed on should
have been helped and they weren’t. “Too Big to Fail” was a lie. It was ordinary people the
government should have helped and who should have been bailed out..
So I started looking at this abandoned house and its graceful columns and beautiful old
Victorian tracery, as a lost house, and a dream deferred. I could see the beauty and love
in the construction. I painted it to celebrate a time when it was not so hard to get a
house and one could take great pride in it. I finished this painting with foreclosure and
lost homes in mind. I admired the sadness of the broken porch, sagging on the left some,
and the winter storm window fell down and off the porch. After I was done with the
painting and had started the outhouse on the same land, I met the sweet old woman that
lives near the house and learned her story. Let's call her Joe Davis, short for Josefina.

Turns out the house had been bought by force of eminent domain by the government in
the 1980's and they had promised to fix it up and make it part of the park as a place
where a family could live. It was a good plan, railroaded, again, by the Republican
Congress, who are only interested in serving the rich. I can see the use of eminent
Domain for this as it helps animals, trees and insects. Many people were hurt by this
though and they had to be fairly compensated. They have a program where families live
in park houses and resell farm produce to locals. But this allows for animal killing, and
for enrichment of a few families, with a possible opening to tree cutters and oil
companies.
But the parks had been neglected and stinted on by Congress. The Republicans wish
only to feed our money to the rich and starve the National Parks and education and all
things that really matter. So this house fell into neglect and was vandalized. The old
woman who used to live there was angry at how the government treated the house she
grew up in, rightfully so. She is a wonderful old lady and reads books and studies
history. Her favorite politician was Eleanor Roosevelt, who cared so much for ordinary
Americans. That was my mom's favorite too . Indeed, there are few politicians who
actually "represent the people" most of them represent corporations, who are neither
people nor worthy of representation.
David Quammen writes in a recent article on Yellowstone, (National Geographic, May,
2016) how private owners and building housing right in the path of migrating Elk and
Buffalo. This is not right and should not be allowed. Houses are being destroyed all over
the country because of bank corruption. So I painted this old house, itself a relic of the
natural past of human beings in America, here abused by politics and the rich and
wealthy classes who want everything for themselves. How do we honor history and
nature's rights at the same time, and preserve what is real, and limit and downsize
corporate corruption, undermining the ideology that corporations are persons, when
they are not? The beauty of an old house, being grown over by nature, worthy to be
preserved, not just in memory of Joe, but in memory of days that are gone, when people
did not harm the land as much as they do now. We should not just preserve nature in
National and State parks, but nature should be preserved everywhere, not just for

humans but for all beings. There is an unfortunate tendency to serve the rich even if that
means lying to people as Mitch McConnell, head of the Senate, does in Washington DC.

When I showed this to the former owner of this house, Jo, a woman who used this
outhouse for fifty years, she looked very wistful and thanked me for seeing the beauty in
it. The park ripped out the barn that used to be on this property and moved the
outhouse from where it used to be. So it hovers on the edge of a little ravine, and there is
a low hill opposite. One of the boards was broken off the nicely made door. The hinges
are getting rusted and a vine creeps up the side and poison ivy and other plants grow
beneath it. Light danced on the front of it as I worked. It took me quite a few visits to
finish this. It was harder to do that it looks.
Light was bluish in the shadow inside the outhouse.

Light on the Outhouse

This is an image of my two kids shooting arrows at a target a few years ago. I was sitting
at a table may 30 feet from them and recording this form life with a pencil and my
sketchbook. This took place in a corporate architectural space. Is all this architectural?
Probably not, in any ordinary sense. But does architecture involve space, life in space,
life well lived in a space? Yes, it does. So I leave the question as is, something to think
about. Architecture might be landscape based, like a cave or hillside, it might be
biological like a Beaver lodge or Hornets, a bee’s nest, or it might be part of the natural
world, but involve humans too, like Pueblo Bonito, the Northwest coast Native
Americans, or the wooden longhouses of the 5 Nations. What is architecture? It
certainly is not the skyscraper buildings in NYC, which exist to make too much money
for the already too rich people of the world. Few people live in such buildings. Maybe a
lot live in the high rise buildings of Shanghai , but what is that about? Again it is mostly
about exploiting the Chinese poor, moved into cities from the countryside where they
used to live in small architectural spaces , helping the rich get too rich. Is it architecture
to abuse the poor? Or is it a misuse of structures? I suspect it is the latter. Is a misuse of
architecture, architecture? Yes or no, that is the question. I suspect such buildings are

capitalist structures, like most of the buildings in NYC, which are arguably not
architecture at all.

The question with this drawing is whether or not the boy on the monkey bars, who is my
son, is architectural. I did this in a few minutes after asking my son to stop and pose for
a brief time. So it is quickly done. But are monkey bars architectural? It is a social
question of what is architecture and who decides. It is clear that the architectural is
mostly a status quo category, so the question is, should we follow that? My surmise is
that I could care less what the worthies of our society decide what is architectural and
what is not. My memory tells me that it was the form of my son’s body on the bars that
made me want to draw it. It was thus the architectural quality of my son’s pose that
caused this to happen. Yes, it was architectural.
In this case, I decide. I recall that in Peter Nabokov’s book on Native American
Architecture many white people in the 1800s said that Native American architecture was
not architecture. The absurdity of this is argued in Nabokov’s book. I think he is right.
So is the reviewer of his book, Carol Krinsky, argues that this Euro-American racism to
be consistent should also consider that “Raphael required paternalistic guidance” or that
Raphael should be seen as “needing a new culture”. Why, if one does not hold such
views about Raphael, should one hold them about Native Americans? Indeed, the racism
common in American culture toward Native Americans and its culture is absurd.

Old Barn in Natonal Park
This is an old barn I have admired for a long time. It is simple and well made, and will
last another century probably. The farmer used to drive his horses up that fairly steep
entrance ramp where my kids are walking and sitting. Notice that he put in some stone
work on this side of the barn, to make it stronger there probably. There is a bigger barn
in the other direction that is used now as a playhouse, and we have seen a number of
very good plays there. One was set on the canal boats on the old canal system that was
mostly taken down. It is mostly from the 1830s. One can still see parts of it. CanalFulton is a great place where one can still ride a short way on the old canal boats. I have
done that with my kids.

I lived here for about three years. I had the upstairs apartment at Franny’s place. What
was great was outside, the whole world was there. Barn owls came to my window and at
the end of my street was a great path that went along Lagunitas Creek. To the right is
where I saw the bioluminescent fish.

Covered Bridge on Everett Road.
Cuyahoga National Park
The architecture of this covered bridge is well done and very sympathetic. It was in use
until a decade or two ago, I think. It is merely a walking bridge now though all the parts
of it are original. One can see some of the wooden side beams that support the roof and
walls. This is Furnace Run, the creek that runs under it, and this is the cleanest creek
that flows into the Cuyahoga, a mile or so down from here. It is in the National Park, a
little closer to Akron than to Cleveland.
The cleanness of this creek seems to encourage the growth of Wild Flowers. There are
just as many deer in this area as are in the rest of the National Park. So it is not the
presence of deer, so much, that is killing them off. I told this to the botanical scientists at
CMNH and they laughed at me. Actually this is one theory that I made up that ought to
be tested scientifically. There appears to be truth in it. It is one of the best areas in North
East Ohio to see wildflowers, including rare ones like Hepatica, Blue Cohosh, Bloodroot
and Virginia Bluebells, among many others.

Furnace Run Creek is right behind the area of green that ends the forest area in this
painting. This is an area of Virginia Bluebells. Beyond that is the red Covered Bridge to
the left and directly ahead is the road. That is a young Locust tree in the front.

Crows Talking near old Boxcars.

I like this painting. I was working on the Jo’s house painting on this page and a few
women stopped by to look at what I was doing. One of them told me about these old
Boxcars down further in the Valley. I had seen them but hadn’t thought to paint them.
So on her recommendation I went to see them up closer and liked them so I did this of
them. There is a lot of Wingstem that grows along the far side of the Cars.
The Crows were talking a lot while I worked. I don’t speak Crow but they clearly did and
spoke it a lot. The clouds were thick and cottony that day and I enjoyed painting them.
I have spent a lot of time at Hobo gatherings and like that part of American history.
Hoboes used to live in cars just like this in the 1930’s, so it is not merely a conveyance of

goods, but something men and occasionally women used to live in back in the 1930’s, as
they crossed the country. The Boxcars reminded me of Bound for Glory, Woody
Guthrie’s great book about the country wide travels by Boxcar and hitchhiking in the old
days. I once got on a train like this and felt how strong it was. It was incredibly strong
and wasn’t going to budge at all when I got on it. I did not ride very far, but it was an
interesting experiment. The corporate goons stopped the riding of the trains by men
looking for work, sorry to say. They were paid to beat up Hoboes. Doing this painting
brought all this back to me, and more.

Shirley’s Horses
This is down the street from where I live. These are horse barns. This is some years ago
and I understand the horse on the left has died.
I like these barns which remind me of Swedish country architecture. I doubt it is
Swedish paint, which forms to the wood it rests on, but even if it is acrylic paint, it is
very becoming. Swedes started using a certain kind of flour/linseed oil, absorbent and
organic paint in the 1700s, on their houses, barns, and outhouses, usually red, though

sometimes brown or even yellow, and it is lovely. Not only old Swedish architecture, but
old Irish houses, and Japanese architecture as well as some Chinese have been of
interest to me.

This is Marty, the blacksmith at Hale Farm, who made lots of things to put in or on
houses, from gates, lamp hangers, pot hangers, spatulas, pieces to hold tents down,
fireplace pokers. tools, knives, all kinds of things. He also made a mechanism to hang
pots over a fire in a walk in fire place. I used one of these in an old Irish house I stayed
in, in Ireland, many years ago, and it was so much part of the house I would say it was
an architectural element of the house. Architecture and ecology are very close, and

indeed, architecture is a continuum, an extension of or animal bodies, part of our bodies
even, like a beaver lodge is an extension of a beaver’s body.
Henry Thoreau writes:
“I do believe in simplicity. It is astonishing as well as sad, how many trivial
affairs even the wisest thinks he must attend to in a day; how singular an affair he
thinks he must omit. When the mathematician would solve a difficult problem, he
first frees the equation of all incumbrances, and reduces it to its simplest terms.
So simplify the problem of life, distinguish the necessary and the real. Probe the
earth to see where your main roots run.—Thoreau to H. G. O. Blake, 27 March
1848

Stonehenge, 1984
This is probably the oldest painting on this page. 36 years ago I did this. I have always
been interested in early and simple architecture. This is an early example.

What follows illustrates the painting after it, which show the addition I put on the
house. It took me over a year to make it. I designed it. I did the siding, stained it, and cut
most of the wood for it, drove most of the nails though I had someone else do most of
the main framing the drywall, plaster, insulation and electrical. I notice my point of
view has not changed very much since then.

l

Making Frames
2014

This is the garage. It is not my design and I did not build it. I have worked on it in
various ways, but it still needs a lot of work, since I made this painting. I could say
everything you are seeing, but I will only tell a few things. Being pointed at by the
middle slat in the window is a drawing that has been nailed or pinned to the garage wall
of design of the butterfly, the Great Spangled Fritillary. It is a design I made for a
pressed-back chair, to put in the middle of the upper pressed back. I carved it in with an
electric tool. Next to that is a round saw blade and a hand saw. I could say a lot more but
let this suffice.
The Black Cherry tree came down a year or so from when I did this, in the Hurricane
Igor that came through here with 80 mph winds in 2010. That is the tree near the
nearest deer. I saw it fall.
I like the contrast between the moonlight and the interior light in the garage. It is a
working garage, we do not keep cars in it. That is a wheel-barrow covered in snow on
the right middle of the painting.

Making things out of Wood

Odes to Science 21
Ode to Wood and Carpenters.
“Art is all of a ship but the wood…” H. D. Thoreau
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/4232/4232-h/4232-h.htm

I think about snails houses and how they grow spirals
on their backs
and those silky trials of mucus left behind them
like the chain of light over Aristotle’s breast
in Rembrandt’s great painting in the Met in NYC.
Yeah, I have studied wikiups and tumble-weed forts and redwood bark teepees
and 19th century Japanese, Swedish or Pueblo houses.
We built tree and snow houses when I was a kid.
Architecture begins with Gorilla leaf beds over 6 million years ago.
I love the Tepee and the earth house, the skylight and a steep pitched roof.
Whalebone houses our ancestors lived in
like an exo-skeleton
skin and tepee covers
hairless and needing clothes.
I emulate Orioles nests of milkweed, lodges of beaver.
I wished I could make a house in the woods overlooking the sea.
But get real, I need to build for my kids in the place that I am,
with materials we can barely afford over many years in debt to the bank.
Im not Frank Lloyd Wright building for the rich
or making Usonian paradises in suburbia.
I don’t like glass boxes either,
nor post-modern houses that defy gravity
and seem to want to lift into a silver streamlined comic book.
None of that.
I’m building our house with cedar and pine,
piles of 2x4’s and 2x12’s and sizes in between
sit in the yard.
I try to keep the rain and ice off them.
Put tarps over them in the storm,
out late getting drenched to save the wood.
I count the rings in a 2x 6 stud
I am cutting---twenty one rings and that many years this tree grew

and there are thousand upon thousands of years
in all these studs and rafters, joists and plates
I am making my house with. So many trees
in so many houses and never before have I realized
how many eons of trees go to give me
the feeling of home in my own house.
My house is a forest and I need to spend
more time helping conserve Forests.
I feel sorry for so many tree lives cut short
and waste no wood.
I love to live among so many knots,
echoes of live branches that once held
Hummingbirds in their lichened nests
I’m grateful for the forest making
my children a secure place to play and learn.
I use no unsustainable woods, like redwood,
and buy no woods from areas being harmed like Brazil.
I try give my children only wooden toys too.
The ridge beam of my house was so heavy
me and the carpenter I hired to help me
nearly fell from the scaffold we were on.
The rafters lean into the center beam like a May pole mountain
or swans in love and they come down over the deck like
a California Fir tree, giving us warm shade as if under Redwoods.
I learn the fear of fire in my little
tower of wood even as I come to love the forest
more than ever and wish I could tunnel like termites
or peck like Pileated woodpeckers.
I too love and depend on trees.
Tree branches remind my fingers of the dawn
where dinosaurs roamed and my house is a place

where I think Cretaceous thoughts
and mossy memories of the long life
now shaded behind me. I teach my children
the meaning of evolution.
How to spell, and use grammar, how to deduce numbers.
I dug the post-holes for the deck with a spud bar
and a saw to cut away some huge roots
of the silver maple in our back yard.
I like the arm-muscled hand saw
and the long glide of the plane.
My wife and I made the spiral stair ourselves,
our own design, like a DNA molecule in our family room.
I use a chisel like a dentist and make frames for my paintings
My hands meet, praise and question the world in wood
and paint and I love all that I can touch.
I learn to lay stones for the garden now and
and write this to honor all the woods I used in my house,
Before he died my dad said to use my brain and my hands.
Like my gorilla ancestors I have done just that:
I have a place to work and
my kids have a place to sleep now.
2009-12

Firelight
This is my family and our house. The addition I made is on the right side of the painting
includes the entire deck and the middle window behind the post. In the painting I had to

make it a little thinner than reality to fit it on this board without getting too small. So the
addition I designed is to the right though I designed the deck up to and including the far
left of the deck level where an over hang leaves the side door dry. I designed that
overhang too. The two windows on this side of the addition are symmetrical and even. I
put the upper one to the right a bit so it would offer more contrast to the tree limb,
which it does.
My idea for the addition was a good one and I like the quaintly haphazard and
somewhat wild nature of it. I designed the actual structure, and bought the Cedar siding
for only 800 dollars in Spencer, Ohio. I often go out in a serious rain storm and watch
the rain come down in front of me while I am entirely dry. It looks a little like the house
that is already there, the oldest part of it is 1883. But I like the design more and we
spend most of our time in it .

Orchestra in the Sanctuary
Spring 2019

This is probably the last drawing I did before the Coronavirus came to the US. in FebMarch 2020 and resulted in many public, schools, libraries, museums, restaurants and
institutions,-- wherever people gather-- being closed down. The cause of this appears to
be the wild animal food markets in China…….. more on this later….. actually it is in the
Animals section of this site which is one before this one.
.

